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This note presents my data-sets of nine counties 1960－2005: Russia, China, Korea, Japan, 
the US, Australia, India, Brazil and Mexico.　The data source is IFSY and GFSY, IMF.　Such 
countries as Russia and China shifted each national accounts system to the SNA 1993 and the 
periods chosen are shorter than those of other countries.　Figures of this note are simultane-
ously published in Papers of the Research Society of Commerce and Economics 48 (Sep, 1).　
These figures are composed of two parts, M and B, where M denotes main figures and B denotes 
business cycle.　I wil increase the number of countries in KEWT in the near future if I could 
get budget surplus/deficit and government gross investment by country in IMF data.　This is 
because there are no data-sets that publish capital stock and returns or rents by country and by 
sector.　Penn World Table stopped publishing the capital-labor ratio after 1995 (or, at the time 
when PWT published 6.1 and 6.5).　OECD and Jorgenson researchers wil continue publishing 
capital of the business sector in the future.　Nevertheless, it wil be dificult for econometric 
researchers and statisticians to estimate capital and returns by aggregating micro data and to 
specify those in the government sector.　The reason comes from the fact that the macro-level 
data and the micro-level data cannot be consistently estimated.　My data, model, and methods 
for estimation are based on this fact.　My methods depend on my endogenous growth model 
that integrates, under the discrete case, national accounts and the Cobb-Douglas production func-
tion without using random variables.　My data, model, and methods rely on national disposable 
income NDI or the sum of consumption and saving, instead of GDP.　This is justified when I 
apply a labor function of consumption to my model and methods.　And, several of curent data 
are actual, but others are al theoretical so that these theoretical data are not verified by actual 
data, where ex-ante = ex-post.
If wages and returns are theoretical so that the sum is equal to NDI, the data-set of an 
economy holds consistently, where capital and returns are also estimated at the macro-level and 
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by sector.　A problem of the SNA is that wages or compensation and operating surplus in GDP 
are only indirectly related to consumption and saving.　It is difficult to prove ex-post 
equilibrium by using the data-set based on GDP.　It is easy to prove ex-post equilibrium if the 
data-set based on NDI is used.　Furthermore, it is easy to prove ex-ante equilibrium over time 
by using the data-set based on NDI, where my model measures the transitional path of al 
variables endogenously.　Under a given Cobb-Douglas production function, my data-set of a 
country clarifies the relationship between ex-post variables at the current situation and ex-ante 
variables at convergence.　The data by year shifts the Cobb-Douglas production function.
My data-set of the total economy by country is composed of two parts under the rule of 
aggregate: the government sector and the private sector.　In this note first I show two notation 
tables: Table A-1 for the total economy and Table A-2 for the comparison by sector.　Table 
A-1 shows actual values such as population L, national disposable income NDI1) (as the sum of 
consumption C and saving S) and net investment I = DK., together with the balance of payment 
BOP (as exports less imports plus net primary income from abroad) and budget surplus/deficit.　
Capital K and the NDI (theoreticaly as the sum of wages W and returns/rents P, each modified 
using the labor function of consumption/utility) are estimated consistently in my endogenous 
growth model and methods.　GDP after depreciation is composed of actual values of wages, 
operating surplus, and indirect taxes, where the relationship between wages, operating surplus, 
and national disposable income is not theoretical.
Nevertheless, the BOP of the total economy and budget deficit of the government sector 
are each reliably shown by corresponding saving and investment.　To support national dispos-
able income-based data, the framework of NDI = W + P = C + S must be first of al justified.　
For this purpose, I wil refer to the definitions and framework explained by Rudiger Dornbusch 
(1980, pp. 19–28).　I developed my methods to estimate each K, W, and P; in my recent 
papers, in particular in Kamiryo (IARIW, 2006) using previous data-sets 1995–2004.　I wil 
not repeat the methods to estimate capital and returns/rents by sector in this note.
The core of my data-sets is each relationship between consumption and saving in the total 
economy, the government sector, and the private sector.　I assume here that net primary 
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1) There is no terminology of domestic disposable income in the SNA.　I have to use national dispos-
able income NDI in my data-sets.　NDI includes net primary income from abroad that is divided 
into consumption and saving.　When an economic stage advances from a young to a developed 
stage, net primary income from abroad wil positively increase as seen in most developed countries 
such as the US, the UK, and Japan.　My data-sets cover countries in diferent stages and I use NDI 
for comparison in this paper.
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income from abroad (interest, dividends, and labor income) is included in NDI and BOP.　
Since NDI is the sum of consumption and saving, this saving is also national saving (not domes-
tic saving).　I indicate that I cannot always obtain the data of net primary income from abroad 
by country in IFSY, IMF.　The data of BOP is obtained in IFSY, but by US$.　I prefer 
national-accounts data shown by domestic curencies to those shown by US$.
Now in detail, the relationship between consumption and saving by sector is based on 
“income Y” (not GDP).　This relationship is expressed by the BOP (= S - I) in the total econ-
omy, by budget surplus/deficit (SG - IG) in government sector, and by the diference between 
consumption and saving (SPRI + IPRI) in the private sector. This relationship is supported by “the 
rule of sum” or “the aggregate rule”:   .　How is this relation-
ship proved?　First of al, I indicate a crucial problem in the SNA that the system as statistics 
cannot theoreticaly reveal the equality between government returns and government saving.　
A theoretical relationship between wages and returns in the government sector is justified when 
the utility/consumption coeficient (rho/r) lying in the labor function of consumption is set 1.0 
for the government sector.　As a result, returns equal saving in the government sector.　Each 
proof for S - I, SG - IG, and SPRI - IPRI is summarized as folows:
1. S – I as the BOP:
Define national disposable income Y = CPRI + SPRI + CG + SG and, total spending
2) E = CPRI 
+ IPRI + CG + IG in an open economy.　In the open economy, disposable income Y = CPRI 
+ IPRI + SG + IG + X - M holds, where X - M denotes exports less imports plus net primary 
income from abroad.　The diference between NDI and spending E is X - M: Y - E = X -
 M.3)
Because Y - E equals SPRI + SG− IPRI - IG, an equation of S - I = X - M is obtained. 
Therefore, “exports less imports plus net primary income from abroad” equals “saving less 
investment.”
2. SG – IG as budget surplus (see my indication above):
In the case of Rudiger Dornbusch (1980, Eq. (4a), p. 23), saving of the private sector 
is defined as   by using my terminologies and framework, 
where  　Also, the government deficit is defined 
as   .　Inserting taxes into the equation defined as budget deficit, 
( ) ( ) ( )S I S I S IG G PRI PRI− = − + −
S Y T CPRI AX PRI≡ − −
T C S C S S CAX G G PRI PRI= + = + − − .
C I TG G AX+ −
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2) As shown in Eq. (3) of Rudiger Dornbusch ibid., p.20); hereafter, I show his equation numbers, 
using parenthesis.
3) Y º E + (X - M) is a good approach of Rudiger Dornbusch (as shown in his Eq. (2a).
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  is derived.　Therefore, budget surplus is shown as SG - IG by 
changing the sign.
In my case, assuming the utility/consumption coeficient (rho/r) = 1.0, WG = CG and PG = 
SG hold, where  ,and budget surplus is defined as  
and equal to SG - IG.　When surplus/deficit = 0,   ,where a unique rate of 
return holds in the whole economy;  (Kenneth Arow (1972) needs the condition of 
surplus/deficit = 0).　I add  to any level of deficit.　The assumption of (rho/r)G 
= 1.0 is justified from the viewpoint that government should be neutral to consumption or 
the discount rate of consumption goods, rho, equals that of saving.　This assumption is 
also justified by empirical consistencies among parameters and variables in the government 
sector (see related figures in PRSCE 48 (Sep, 1).
The diference between both proofs is that: Rudiger Dornbusch directly uses the definition 
of  saving in the private sector while mine uses the labor function of consumption: 
  by sector.　Both results are the same yet, Rudiger Dornbusch cannot 
explain the process why his definition was derived.
3. SPRI – IPRI as the diference between consumption and saving in the private sector:
I proved that the balance of payment in a broad sense and budget surplus/deficit 
were expressed each using saving and investment as above.　As a result, the diference of 
the private sector is obtained by using   .　In short, the framework of  
  holds with its proof, citing the standard paper regarding 
this equation.　My data-sets are based on NDI which must correspond with GDP domes-
ticaly produced.　This NDI is composed of consumption and saving, after depreciation 
and redistribution of taxes.　My framework starts with the balance of payment BOP as 
exports less imports (including factor income from abroad such as (1) interest and divi-
dends of capital and (2) labor income) and budget surplus/deficit.　I summarized the 
essence of my framework, citing the definitions and framework explained by Rudiger Dorn-
busch (1980, p. 19–28).
Finaly, I add a robust reason why I insist on the use of NDI instead of GDP (or GNP, 
output by residents of a country) in the literature.　I was strongly motivated by the analytical 
results of Paul M. Romer (1987, 1994).　Solow’s (1956) model exists eternaly with an exoge-
nous rate of technological progress expressed as a residual in the Cobb-Douglas production 
function.　However, as analyzed and pointed out by Paul Romer numericaly, another problem 
is stil unsolved.　This is the measurement of the relative share of capital.　Data and methods 
I S C I C SG G G G G G− = + − −
Y W C SG G G G G= + = +Π T C IAX G G− +( )
ΠG GS= = 0
r rPRI=
ΠG GS=
1− =α c rho r/( / )
( ) ( )S I S IG G− − −
( ) ( ) ( )S I S I S IG G PRI PRI− = − + −
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go together.　When al the data given in statistics are actual then it is convenient for economet-
rics to compare actual and theoretical results yet, underlying data may be inconsistent and 
theoretical results wil last only a few years due to the character of econometrics.
For example, Paul M. Romer (The Origins of Endogenous Growth, JEP, 1994, p. 6) points 
out that the convergence controversy wil exist due to an assumption that the same technology is 
commonly used for the North and South States.　Romer shows, in the exogenous growth mod-
el, the decisive element is the relative share of capital (expressed as b by Romer).　This is 
because the diference of the rate of technological progress depends on that of the relative share 
of capital.　The key expressions of the relative share of capital are  and  ,
which influence the rate of technological progress significantly (as empiricaly shown in Greg-
ory Mankiw, David Romer, and David Weil (1992)).　Nevertheless, the range of b varies by 
country and states.　A standard value of 1/3 is not enough for a base of implied values of b: 
Paul Romer indicates various cases numericaly.　Paul Romer (Table 4 in 1987; 1994, p.8) 
states that he estimated the value of b to be in the vicinity of 0.25.　In my data-sets, I express 
his b as alpha, where alpha varies between 0.05 to 0.35 by country, sector, and year.　An 
alpha expresses theoreticaly the value at the macro-level.　The coresponding theoretical wage 
rate does not change even fifty years later and wil be compared with the actual wage rate in 
GDP by year for the neutrality of financial assets and possible inflation.
As a preliminary research, Kamiryo (IARIW, 2006) discussed my data-sets 1995-2004 by 
country and by sector, based on the IMF data for thirty countries.　I wil discuss further new 
facts in separate papers towards IARIW, Slovenia, 2008.　In short, data and model must go 
together.　Regression analysis or econometric approach only holds for short specific periods 
and situations.　We need more stably equations at the current situation and at convergence, 
whose verification is done by recursive programming as calibration.　The key for a solution is 
alpha, for which first of al I must specify the labor function of consumption, where the 
utility/consumption coeficient is given as an external value by country as national taste.
PS: Future perspectives and for global rules
1. The data-sets by year, country, and by sector in KEWT show al theoretical data except for several 
current actual data.　If the data-set by country treats (rho/r) and/or the marginal propensity to 
consume, Dc = DC/DY, each as a behavioral equation, the data-set wil have a few alternatives, which 
I do not take for simplicity.　The verification, therefore, is done only by the consistency of the whole 
system of data-sets: if theoretical data by year in the data-sets remain unchanged even for forty to 
fifty years once theoretical data of any year were setled, then this consistency is perfect.
2. I wil improve the form of tables in the near future, by adding the folowing items below.　Also, I 
need to increase the number of countries as many as possible (if deficit and government investment 
1 1/( )− β − −β β/( )1
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are continuously available by country).
3. The growth rate of population with employed persons or employees, and the unemployment rate.　
These data wil depend on those in OECD and/or the indicators of the World Bank, 2.1 to 2.4.
4. Analytical comparison of the theoretical wage rate in KEWT (based on the wage function of consump-
tion) and the actual wage rate in GDP, whose diference is related to CPI and inflation and more 
fundamentaly to the stop-inequality.　The market rate or the central bank interest rate severely exists 
in the long periods to maintain the neutrality with financial assets.
5. The relationship among the consumption multiplier, the multiplier, and the marginal propensity to 
consume: Mc = M・Dc, where M is the inverse number of the marginal capital-output ratio.　The mar-
ginal propensity to consume, Dc = DC/DY, wil adjusts most flexibly the ex-post equilibrium by year 
in KEWT.
6. Analytical comparison of the valuation ratio, v = V/K, and the cost of capital,   ,supported by 
my technology-golden rule corresponding with the Edmund S Phelps’s exogenous one.　Assets-
inflation (or assets-deflation of the government sector as in Japan) and the above inflation/deflation 
must be each avoided not to be above a certain level, aiming at sustainable growth and sound 
inequality.　I cannot neglect foreign direct investment included in ‘domestic.’
7. For sustainable growth and sound inequality, budget control by country and among countries is 
imperative as indicated by the EU rule.　A numerical rule wil be found not to damage other coun-
tries for international economic co-operations.　Also, a certain range of the diference between the 
theoretical wage rate and the actual wage rate must be set as a global standard or rule not to deepen 
inequality among people.
Contents of KEWT 1.07 in this table:
Table R1-series Russia 1993–2005, using (rho/r) specified as Russia national taste
Table R2-series Russia 1993–2005, the government sector versus the private sector
Table C1-series China 1980–2005, using (rho/r) specified as China national taste
Table C2-series China 1980–2005, using (rho/r) specified and with extreme investments
Table C3-series China 1980–2005, the government sector versus the private sector (based on Table 
C1-series)
Table K1-series Korea 1960–2005, using (rho/r) specified as Korean national taste
Table K2-series Korea 1960–2005, the government sector versus the private sector
Table J1-series Japan 1960–2005, using (rho/r) specified as Japan national taste
Table J2-series Japan 1960–2005, the government sector versus the private sector
Table US1-series The US 1960–2005, using (rho/r) specified as the US national taste
Table US2-series The US 1960–2005, the government sector versus the private sector
Table AU1-series Australia 1960–2005, using (rho/r) specified as Australia national taste
Table AU2-series Australia 1960–2005, the government sector versus the private sector
Table IN1-series India 1960–2005, using (rho/r) specified as India national taste
Table IN2-series India 1960–2005, the government sector versus the private sector
Table B1-series Brazil 1975–2005, using (rho/r) specified as Brazil national taste
Table B2-series Brazil 1975–2005, the government sector versus the private sector
Table M1-series Mexico 1977–2005, using (rho/r) specified as Mexico national taste
Table M2-series Mexico 1977–2005, the government sector versus the private sector
Note that each table series are composed of four tables.　Some marginal ratios are omited 
in these series.
r gY
* *
−
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1 There is no terminology of domestic disposable income in the SNA.　I have to use 
national disposable income NDI in my data-sets.　NDI includes net primary income from 
abroad that is divided into consumption and saving.　When an economic stage advances from 
a young to a developed stage, net primary income from abroad wil positively increase as seen 
in most developed countries such as the US, the UK, and Japan.　My data-sets cover countries 
in diferent stages and I use NDI for comparison in this paper.
2 As shown in Eq.(3) of Rudiger Dornbusch ibid., p.20); hereafter, I show his equation 
numbers, using parenthesis.
3 is a good approach of Rudiger Dornbusch (as shown in his Eq.(2a).
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Table A-1　Notations of values and ratios of the total economy as a base
Table A-2　Notations of values and ratios by sector: the government and private sectors
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Table R1-1　Russia 1993–2005, using (rho/r) specified as Russia national taste
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Table R2-1　Russia 1993–2005, the government sector versus the private sector
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Table C1-1　China 1980–2005, using (rho/r) specified as China national taste
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Table C1-2　China 1980–2005, using (rho/r) specified as China national taste
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Table C2-1　China 1980–2005, using (rho/r) specified and with extreme investments
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Table C2-2　China 1980–2005, using (rho/r) specified and with extreme investments
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Table C3-1　China 1980–2005, the government sector versus the private sector (based on Tables C1-
series)
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Table C3-2　China 1980–2005, the government sector versus the private sector (based on Tables C1-
series)
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Table K1-1　Korea 1960–2005, using (rho/r) specified as Korean national taste
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Table K1-2　Korea 1960–2005, using (rho/r) specified as Korean national taste
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Table K1-3　Korea 1960–2005, using (rho/r) specified as Korean national taste
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Table K1-4　Korea 1960–2005, using (rho/r) specified as Korean national taste
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Table K2-1　Korea 1960–2005, the government sector versus the private sector
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Table K2-2　Korea 1960–2005, the government sector versus the private sector
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Table K2-3　Korea 1960–2005, the government sector versus the private sector
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Table K2-4　Korea 1960–2005, the government sector versus the private sector
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Table J1-1　Japan 1960–2005, using (rho/r) specified as Japan national taste
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Table J1-2　Japan 1960–2005, using (rho/r) specified as Japan national taste
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Table J1-3　Japan 1960–2005, using (rho/r) specified as Japan national taste
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Table J1-4　Japan 1960–2005, using (rho/r) specified as Japan national taste
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Table J2-1　Japan 1960–2005, the government sector versus the private sector
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Table J2-2　Japan 1960–2005, the government sector versus the private sector
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Table J2-3　Japan 1960–2005, the government sector versus the private sector
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Table J2-4　Japan 1960–2005, the government sector versus the private sector
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Table US1-1　The US 1960–2005, using (rho/r) specified as the US national taste
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Table US1-2　The US 1960–2005, using (rho/r) specified as the US national taste
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Table US1-3　The US 1960–2005, using (rho/r) specified as the US national taste
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Table US1-4　The US 1960–2005, using (rho/r) specified as the US national taste
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Table US2-1　The US 1960–2005, the government sector versus the private sector
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Table US2-2　The US 1960–2005, the government sector versus the private sector
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Table US2-3　The US 1960–2005, the government sector versus the private sector
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Table US2-4　The US 1960–2005, the government sector versus the private sector
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Table AU1-1　Australia 1960–2005, using (rho/r) specified as Australia national taste
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Table AU1-2　Australia 1960–2005, using (rho/r) specified as Australia national taste
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Table AU1-3　Australia 1960–2005, using (rho/r) specified as Australia national taste
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Table AU1-4　Australia 1960–2005, using (rho/r) specified as Australia national taste
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Table AU2-1　Australia 1960–2005, the government sector versus the private sector
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Table AU2-2　Australia 1960–2005, the government sector versus the private sector
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Table AU2-3　Australia 1960–2005, the government sector versus the private sector
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Table AU2-4　Australia 1960–2005, the government sector versus the private sector
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Table IN1-1　India 1960–2005, using (rho/r) specified as India national taste
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Table IN1-2　India 1960–2005, using (rho/r) specified as India national taste
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Table IN1-3　India 1960–2005, using (rho/r) specified as India national taste
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Table IN1-4　India 1960–2005, using (rho/r) specified as India national taste
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Table IN2-1　India 1960–2005, the government sector versus the private sector
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Table IN2-2　India 1960–2005, the government sector versus the private sector
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Table IN2-3　India 1960–2005, the government sector versus the private sector
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Table IN2-4　India 1960–2005, the government sector versus the private sector
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Table B1-1　Brazil 1975–2005, using (rho/r) specified as Brazil national taste
Table B1-2　Brazil 1975–2005, using (rho/r) specified as Brazil national taste
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Table B1-3　Brazil 1975–2005, using (rho/r) specified as Brazil national taste
Table B1-4　Brazil 1975–2005, using (rho/r) specified as Brazil national taste
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Table B2-1　Brazil 1975–2005, the government sector versus the private sector
Table B2-2　Brazil 1975–2005, the government sector versus the private sector
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Table B2-4　Brazil 1975–2005, the government sector versus the private sector
Table B2-3　Brazil 1975–2005, the government sector versus the private sector
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Table M1-1　Mexico 1977–2005, using (rho/r) specified as Mexico national taste
Table M1-2　Mexico 1977–2005, using (rho/r) specified as Mexico national taste
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Table M1-3　Mexico 1977–2005, using (rho/r) specified as Mexico national taste
Table M1-4　Mexico 1977–2005, using (rho/r) specified as Mexico national taste
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Table M2-1　Mexico 1977–2005, the government sector versus the private sector
Table M2-2　Mexico 1977–2005, the government sector versus the private sector
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Table M2-3　Mexico 1977–2005, the government sector versus the private sector
Table M2-4　Mexico 1977–2005, the government sector versus the private sector
